ABSTRACT:
[Purpose] The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of visual information when stepping over an obstacle during locomotion. [Subjects and Methos] Thirty healthy young males (ages 20.4±1.7 years old) participated in this study. Participants were required to step over a wooden obstacle on the path under 2 different conditions: 1) An obstacle with no visual information; and 2) A green-taped obstacle showing sufficient contrast. ToeClearance (TC) and joint angles of the lower extremities were measured for the non-taped obstacle and the greentaped obstacle. They were measured using a 3D motion analysis system. We defined TC as the minimum distance between the toe of the leading limb and the obstacle in the sagittal plane.
[Results] Both TC and hip joint angle were significantly higher in stepping over the green-taped obstacle.
[Conclusion] We consider that visual information can assist in recognizing an obstacle before crossing it. The awareness of preliminary avoidance during the approach phase results in emphasis on leading limb elevation control for successful clearance of the obstacle. 
